
Parish of the Resurrection Pastoral Council Meeting Minutes 

Sunday, June 14, 2020 at 6 pm via Zoom 

Present: Mary Beth Coté, Pat Sormani, Fr. Bill, Linda Malm, Mike Reis, Jane 
Hanson, Deacon John, Jack Sanders, Sharon Gidumal, Joe McClory, Julie 
Edmiston, Joe Quinn. 
Absent: Fr. Greg  
Guests: Ruth Sanders, Nancy Maloney, Dick Schwer, Rich Mayes, Debbie 
Seymour, Elaine Little 

1. Call to order – Sharon called the meeting to order at  6:07 pm. 

2. Prayer/Reading and Reflection-  5 – 10 minutes –  Joe McClory 

3. Meeting Overview - Sharon reviewed the information for conducting the 
meeting via Zoom, welcomed Debbie Seymour as a guest, and reminded 
everyone to mute their microphone when they are not speaking. 

4. Amendment/Approval of March 2020 Minutes  
 
The minutes were approved as written.  

5. Old Business 

A.  Info on Resuming Public Masses - Ruth and Rich reported 

  A powerpoint (turned into a PDF) was sent in advance of the meeting, giving      
information about the protocols for outdoor Mass next Sunday.  We are trying 
to follow global guidelines, as well as CDC, diocesan, and state guidelines. 
Gathering in a group of people, even outside, has some potential hazards, 
and we want to be careful.  At same time, we are happy to be able to gather, 
though many people won’t be able to be there.  Fr. Bill was asked to 
recognize those who aren’t there at the beginning of the Mass.  Mass will be 
in the small parking lot, and will be limited to about 50 people. People will 
arrive and park in the large parking lot, sign in on walkway in front of building, 
and then ushers will move them to the small lot.  We will need to keep an 
appropriate social distance at all times and attendees will be reminded of that 
need.  The altar will be at the furthest corner from the entrance, to try to 
maximize shade.  Mass will be as brief as possible and still be a good 
celebration. Some changes are being made to our celebration.  There will be 
no singing (due to the spread of virus being so efficient with singing).  We are 
not asking someone else to sing for us because the assembly is the main 
voice.  We will have instrumental music.  There will be a limited number of 
ministers at the request of Bishop Malooly.  The guideline is that ministers 
should be under the age of 60.  No collection will be taken up during Mass; 
those who desire can give an offering at the entrance.  Once seated, there 
will be no moving around.  There will be no sign of peace.  Communion will be 



at the end of Mass, though the priest will receive Communion at Communion 
time. During the period of silence after Communion, the ministers will come 
up and receive the bowls and then walk to the back and prepare for 
Communion.  After the final blessing, the assembly will be dismissed for 
Communion.  Communion will be from the back and ushers will direct the 
flow.  We still need to figure out what people will do with their chairs while 
receiving Communion.  People not receiving Communion will leave by a 
different route. 
 
Joe Quinn asked a question about a reference to a Worship Space.  Ruth 
clarified, she meant Worship Area. 
 
After receiving Communion, attendees go out to the parking lot  People are 
asked not to socialize. 
 
John Falkowski mentioned instrumental music at entrance will cover the 
space, so people know they are not there to socialize. Something will be said 
at the beginning of Mass about not socializing afterwards.  Ruth said, yes, 
instrumental music will be used to support people as best we can.  She 
commented some have said they’re not ready to receive Communion, though 
they may attend the Mass. 
 
Sharon asked how many ushers there would be  - probably 7 or 8, not named 
yet. 
 
Linda asked about the identity and training of the ushers, and whether they 
should they be from the 50 attendees who sign up. Rich said he does not 
have the ushers identified yet. Mary Beth is willing to help, and so is Linda, 
but they are in their 70’s and probably should not be there. Linda also asked if 
we need people to direct in the parking lot. Rich said we’ll probably need 4 
ushers to help direct traffic in the parking lot, and they are working on the 
flow.  One usher will probably be a gatekeeper, then another usher may walk 
people to the aisles to be seated. Rich will try to fill in any gaps. We don’t 
know yet where Communion will be; a tent will be in the NE corner of parking 
lot with a station in opposite sides of tent. Rich intends to put Plexiglas shields 
to separate the minister from the communicant. Sanitizing solution will also be 
available at those stations.  About 50% of the lot is shaded at the time of 
Mass.  We could possibly seat up to 60 people.  If we get fewer people, they 
could be more spread out.  There are about 15 feet between the altar and the 
people in front row.  There is also some distance from people where the priest 
will sit. The plan is to get the powerpoint with pertinent information out by 
Tuesday or Wednesday so people can prepare properly and know what to 
expect.  Rich is still thinking about where the collection should be. 
 
Rich also preparing for when we go back inside for Mass.  (During these 
outside Masses the building will be closed.) 



 
We have hired a company called Facilicare to provide sanitation services after 
Mass.  There will be 2 touch-less sanitation dispensers for people on the way 
in. No water fountain will be working, and all surfaces that might be touched 
will be cleaned.  HVAC filters have been upgraded (to 13 MER).  The A/C 
system will be sanitized on the inside.  The lifetime of the virus is about 92 
hours on plastic, but on other surfaces it has a shorter lifetime.  Outside in the 
sun the virus is killed pretty quickly.  Bathrooms when the building is open will 
be used at your own risk, but will have touch-less soap and paper towel 
dispensers.  Facilicare will sanitize the bathrooms after indoor Mass.  The 
previous cleaner we had is ill right now and not able to work. 
 
Ruth thinks we have 4 ushers so far, Linda had suggested we ask people 
from the signups to be ushers.  Ruth said yes, we should pick from signups. 
 
Rich indicated training for the ushers should be Thursday or Friday.  Once 
people are identified, he can coordinate the training.  Ushers will have very 
specific jobs, Rich said. 
 
Ruth agreed training should be done in advance, and agreed we need ushers 
in the Worship Area, ushers in the parking lot, and ushers at sign in. 
 
Elaine said 39 slots are filled right now at the time of the council meeting for a 
total of 45 individuals. Julie volunteered she could help with ushering. 
 
Dick asked how long we will have to go without inside Masses.  Weather is a 
potential drawback.  We could fit more people inside (70 vs. 50) based on 
occupancy, but Ruth thought we can’t fit 1/3 of our capacity inside the 
Worship Space because of the distancing requirements. 
 
Sharon asked if we are having everyone bring their own chair –yes. 
 
Sharon also asked if more tents would be useful (10x10 tents), Rich thought 
no but will let her know. 
 
Rich said, it’s not his decision as to when we will have Mass inside, and he is 
not sure what will happen after the 21st.  Also, if it’s a rainy day, no Mass will 
be held. Sharon thought we’ll will have to let people to know to check the 
parish website for status, or let them know through signup genius email.  
 
Mary Beth commented she would feel more comfortable with Mass outside 
rather than inside. 
 
Ruth said that Dr. Reena Mascarenhas commented that the low ceilings in the 
Worship Space may be a problem, and she thought it might be a long time 
before we can go back inside. 



 
Jack asked what if younger folks wanted to come after we were already at 
capacity, and whether older people who had signed up could give up their 
seat.  Sharon didn’t see how that would work.  Debbie suggested people can’t 
be bumped, but suggest that people not come every week in case some 
people might not be able to come at all.  Mary Beth indicated she would be 
willing to give up her seat in that case. 
 
Fr. Bill asked if we could find more space “in the weeds.”  Some people 
wouldn’t even need to hear it, but just be there. 
 
Julie asked if the Mass could be filmed on zoom or Facebook live.  Ruth said 
it’s difficult to film, would prefer it to be less complex for the first one.  The 
goal is to livestream, but probably not the first or second times we have Mass.  
Fr. Bill thought some attendees will FaceTime friends.  
 
Sharon commented on technical complications being possible due to wind, 
making sure voices are legible, etc. There will probably be a lot of 
suggestions later. She reminded us to be flexible and patient. 
 
Ruth thanked the liturgy committee for input, especially Jane, and Rich. 

B.  Finance Council Report - Mike Reis  

Budget and planned capital were sent out ahead of the meeting.The current 
year may fall a little short on budget for offertory, which could be due to the 
last couple of months of closure and people not contributing from their RMD’s 
(some may be waiting for accounts to recover a bit).  Staff has done a great 
job managing spending. Some of the reasons the budget has been under this 
year are because the bathroom project was postponed, there was no snow, 
diocesan charges didn’t materialize, and the Covid-19 closure cut expenses. 
The government changed PPP rules and we should be able to use all the 
funds and not have to return any.  The PPP total was $70,022.  That does not 
show up on the sheet that Mike sent out.  Tina had been instructed by 
diocese to put this in as a liability initially, so it is net zero on the spreadsheet.  
  
On the ’21 budget, the offertory will be left the same because the stewardship 
campaign last fall had such a good response, we believe we’ll hold the 
number this year.  There is some risk to this assumption.  The Finance 
Council tried to leave everything the same on the budget, but we recognize 
some activities may disappear under current practices.  The donut counter is 
an example of this. Charitable giving was included at the same level as the 
previous year, in support of the same organizations.  Also $10,000 was put in 
for the athletic association. That’s a net zero in the budget, because they will 
raise any funds they use; their budget is less if they raise less. 



The issues that will affect the budget next year are related to capital/Covid-19 
expenses.  It’s planned to replace the stucco (which continues to cause leaks) 
with siding.  Bathroom renovations will be put back in the budget. The rectory 
needs a new roof and we need a new HVAC system.  The maintenance items 
related to Covid-19 are hand sanitizer/paper towels, and sanitizing the space/
facilities.  A contract was signed this week for cleaning/sanitation, and the 
cost is $175 each time they come in.  The allocation is $25,000 for that.  So 
we probably won’t have 3 Masses a weekend, probably only 2. Also we need 
to account for Holy Days, funerals.  The last item needed is video equipment 
so we can live stream liturgies. 

Jane asked if the video equipment would have application after we’re done 
live streaming, whether it is for long term or just short term use.  Mike 
answered it would be long term and we can use it for other things. 
Fr. Bill asked about the HVAC system, which one needs to be replaced?  We 
have several systems, and this refers to the one in the ceiling in the Gathering 
Space. 

Elaine suggested the idea of live stream of Mass could be offered in the 
future to shut-ins, and thus allow a way for them to connect.  Ruth agreed 
yes, that is the hope. Perhaps other prayer services or events as well could 
be streamed. 

Sharon thought we will use the video equipment in new ways we did not 
anticipate before. Ruth said it will be good to expand our online presence. 

Joe McClory said when we do go back inside we’ll have fewer people so the 
video equipment will be a help there too for many people. 

Fr. Bill indicated we will need people trained in how to use the video 
equipment.  Ebenezeer has a tech team of 3 or 4 people for Thanksgiving, for 
example. 

Jack commented about funeral services, perhaps the family might like the 
video after the service.  Or perhaps for weddings. Ruth commented we’d 
need people able to do that. For weddings usually the people have a 
videographer.  But this may be helpful for baptisms. 

Mike commented that not all pastors use video equipment and the decision 
will be left to the new pastor. 

Sharon thanked Finance Council for their work. 

Ruth asked about $10,000 for sports – is it listed in income and expense?  
Yes, it shows up in other income.   



Previous budget had $3K in donut income, reduced to $2200 in new budget. 

Approval by Pastoral Council is not needed; this was just informational from 
the Finance Council. 

C. Status of upcoming retirement:  Bishop Malooly and Fr. Graney 

Bishop has not communicated anything yet.   
  

6. New Business 

A. Youth Basketball 

Basketball was an activity last year, and the Finance Council’s concern was 
that if they’re doing something in the name of Resurrection, it should go 
through the parish books.  Since they’re self-funded, this wasn’t really a 
financial issue. There was a lengthy discussion at the meeting. 

Sharon asked, where does this activity make sense to fit into the existing 
structure at Resurrection?  Nancy has been handling it; should it fit under 
youth ministry?  Elaine is not opposed to it being under her, but has concerns 
about liability and other issues.  Julie says they have an athletic director at St. 
Mary’s, because there’s a number of sports.  Nancy pointed out we did get a 
few new parishioners from the basketball activities last year. 

Fr Bill had weighed in ahead of the meeting.  We do want to support it but 
there are some concerns if it’s done in Resurrection’s name.  Fr. Bill does not 
think there are enough adults in the parish who’d be interested in athletics, so 
Matt would have to drum up interest in participation. Often it’s a young 
associate who enforces rules, sportsmanship, etc., in parish-affiliated sports.  
Fr. Bill said about 3 young people came to church as a result of last year’s 
participation. Another group as parishioners signed up.  Fr. Bill financially 
supported the effort last year to prove finances weren’t the problem; the 
problem is the ability to recruit actual parishioners to be on the teams and 
follow catholic youth ministry regulations. 

Linda commented that Matt said in the meeting that the kids involved this 
coming year will be required to go to religious ed or youth group.  She also 
thought if something is being done in the name of Resurrection, we should 
know what’s going on. 

Dick thought there could be a case made for this falling under parish life with 
coordination with youth programs. It fits with the overall aim of parish life to 
make the parish more attractive, particularly to younger families.  Also, the 
philosophy has been to provide for parish operations through offertory, not 
fundraising, with the exception of youth summer fundraising. We should then 



examine the parish philosophy towards fundraising.  Dick thought that no 
written guidelines exist, though it may be in long-ago council notes. 

Jack commented that years ago he was a basketball ref at St. Mary’s and 
would be willing to participate. He would like to know the net effect on 
increased enrollment in parish.  Sharon also asked what the net increase 
was. Nancy said one boy and his brother are becoming Catholic through 
RCIA. Nancy didn’t know if others were contributing to the parish.  Nancy was 
a liaison with the diocese. 

Elaine reported that one family on her list to make calls to is intending to be 
more involved this year.  

Nancy said Matt tries to accomplish his mission at all costs. 

Ruth asked about Matt intending to “require” members of the team to be in 
CFP and youth ministry.  Nancy said basketball participants are mostly youth 
ministry participants now.  

Elaine asked what the up-front expenses were last year. The CYO program is 
5/6 and 7/8 graders, so would they need more players for the two different 
age groups?  Yes, there would be two teams according to Mike. 

Sharon suggested she and Elaine put their heads together, and put together a 
list of concerns, and meet with Matt and either say, yes we’ll sponsor with 
conditions or no, we don’t want to do it. Jack asked to join the meeting too, 
and Julie would also like to be involved. Elaine is in the middle of virtual VBS 
planning and youth group meetings and just asked to postpone to next week.   

Ruth clarified she has no objection to the basketball team, her question is 
whether we want to say they are required to go to youth group or to CFP in 
order to be on the team. She is uncomfortable saying they have to do that. 

Julie said that St. Mary’s says you have to be a parishioners or in a parish 
without an athletic association.  If they’re a parishioner, they should be 
allowed to do it. 
 
Debbie questioned what does it mean to be a parishioner? Sometimes people 
sign up, but don’t attend or donate. 

7. Communication 
 
Last month, we sent a summary communication after last month’s meeting.  
Sharon asked if we want to do a similar communication this month. 



Responses to last month’s communication were positive. Sharon will try to do 
a summary of what we discussed at this meeting to send out to the parish.  
She received a comment that we led with finance last time, and could lead 
with something else.  This will need to be done by Thursday to go in regular 
Friday email. 

Fr. Bill suggested the prayer that Joe used tonight could be included.  

John indicated that Fr Hynes’ facebook video about the letter from Red Clay 
Creek pastors speaking out against racism could be used. Pat mentioned a 
written version of this. 

Jack mentioned he is involved in a virtual interfaith vigil tomorrow night at 7 
pm.  

Sharon suggested we need to have a permanent agenda item addressing 
racial issues. 

8. Next meeting:  scheduled for Sunday July 12 via Zoom 

We would normally have a social meeting in July, but Sharon thought it would 
be too soon for a social gathering.  She proposed a regular Zoom meeting. 
Everyone agreed. We’ll consider August as a possibility for a social meeting. 

9. Closing Prayer  - Fr. Bill 

10. Adjournment - was at 7:39 pm 

Respectfully submitted, 
Pat Sormani


